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"REALLY COMMUNICATING":

THE EXPLICATION OF AN EXPRESSION

The purpose of this investigation was to contribute

to a grounded theory of "communication" as a cultural

category in some American speech. The expression

"really communicating" was the specific object of

focus.

It was hypothesized that "really communicating' would

be identified as a positive experience for communicators,

as represented by their usage of the POSITIVE factor

0

clusters of the Joel Davitz model of affective exper-

iences. It was also hypothesized that there would be'

significant response differences between sexes, with

greater proportions of females than males reporting

heightened cognitive-physicalaffective functioning

when "really communicating." Both hypotheses were

supported by the data. An overview description of

"really communicating" is presented, and the sex dif-

ferences interpreted.

Recently Katriel and Philipsen set out to develop a grounded

theory of "communication" as a cultural category in some American

speech.
1 Their ethnographic exploration was aimed at discovering

the "localized and highly.poignant meanings" that ;he key term

3
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"communication" has for some of those who use that term to refer

to the communicative aspects. of their interpereonal relationships.

Iterviews with two female informants, diary analysis, and

a nnsideration of the usage of the word "communication" on

the Phil Donahue television program and in selected texts led

the authors to conclude that "there is evidence of two dis-

tinctive clus.ters of terms referring to comMunication. One

cluster includes such terms of 'real communication,"really

talking,"supportive communication,' and 'open communication.'

'Communication,' without a modifier, can also be included in

this cluster when the term appears in.the context of discussing

'self' &Id 'relationships.' The other cluster includes such

terms as '.small talk,"normal chit-chat,' and 'mere talk.'

It is probably the case that neither cluster is exhaustively

delineated here, but the present assignment of termA is defen-

.2
sible in the light of our field materials.-

The present project is a futher effort to search the lin-

guistic representation of the communication experiences of com-

municators; however, rather than seeking "a glimpse into an

American definition of 'communication,'" as was the broader

purpose of Katriel and Philipsen,
3 the more circumscribed ob-

jective of this endeavor is to explicate a single verbal expres-

sion properly belonging to the first cluster of terms referring

to communication identified by Katriel and Philipsen. The spe-

cific verbal indicator under focUs here is the colloquial
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expression "really communicating," as in "finally, we were really

communicating."

Although Katriel and Phi1ien do not specifically cite the

expression "really communicating" as being observed within their

two-person sample or their other materials, they do cite the

expressions "really talking" and "real communication," which

would seem to be closely allied variants of the presenx term

of interest. In the verbal communities of which this author

has been an inhabitant, "really communicating" (or its past

tense form) appears to be the.derivative version of the key

term "communication" used most commonly in relationship dis-

course by lay communicators (this in spite of the fact that

the expression is internally redundant and admittedly inele-

gant). When the expression "we were really communicating" co,mes

forth, there seems to be a totality of meaning attendant to

the utterance that goes beyond reference to a mere neutral ex-

change of cognitive information. Accompanying paralinguiseic

cues tend to suggest rich meaning behind the phrase. It is

our task to probe these implied dimensions, while being espe-

cially attentive to female-male differences underlying the ex-

perience of "really communicating" with another person. The

intention is to contribute to a grounded theory of "communica-

tion" as a cultural speech category.

In order to allow respondents in this study to describe

with some precision the experience of "really communicating,"

and to do so from a provided vocabulary that would allow for a
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determination of degree of interpersonal consensus, a descrip-

tive framework developed by Joel Davitz was selected as appro-

priate.
4 The potential richness of language, spanning a con-

siderable range of cognitive-physical-affective phenomena, is

made availabl e. to resPOdents in an efficient manner through

this relatively comprehensive instrument.

The methodological perspective adopted here might be viewed

as a kind of-"social phenomenology," a search for the commonali-

ties among individuals' reports of personal experiencing.
5 Al-

though the method is not ethnographic, and does involve an

imposed structure and quantification, resp,/nse depth will be

sacrificed in this case for the sake of /atistical hypothesis

testing and generalizability. The findin s. will presumably

complement more qualitative excursions i4to related regions.

Descriptive Framework

While concluding a project on the tionverbal communication

'of emotional states,
6 Davitz became interested in surveying the

meanings that affective states have for the persons undergoing

them. Exactly what do people mean when they say they are "in-

spired," or "frustrated," or "determined," or "bored," or "se-

rene," or "resentful," or "happy"? What goes on wtthin the or-

ganise-during each of ttiese and other states, at cognitive-

physical-affective levels? Providing at least approximate an-

swers to these questions became the object of Davitz's next ma-

jor research project.
7

6
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From over 1200 subjects Davitz collected detailed open-

ended deslriptions of cognitive-physical-affective functioning

during different situations having an emotional component. The

obtained pool of thousands of descriptive statements was re-

duced to a check-list of 556 statements that could be of use

in-,obtaining information about cognitive-physical-affective

functioning during a variety of states of human feeling.
8

Fif-

ty subjects, equally represenring both sexes and all college

graduates, were asked to think of a time 'when they had experi-

enced a given affective state (e.g., "confidence," "fear,"

"jealousy," "gratitude") and then to check those items from

the check-list that described an aspect of their cognitive-phy-

Acal-affective behavior during that particular state. Each

subject repeated this procedure for a total of50 affective

states over a ten-day to eight-week period.

These data tte used to compile a "dictionary of emotional,

meaning," a compery:lium of the verbal descriptions,of the cogni-

tive-physical-affective phenomena characterizing fifty major

affective states.
9 Davitz included only those items within

each "definition" that were checked by over one-third (347 or

more) of his subjects. This percentage was arbitrarily cfv.sen,.

but was thought to represent a minimum.satisfactory level of

commonality of meaning (across subjects) warranting item in-

clusion.

Davitz had a separate saitple of 20 judges rate the Ade-

quacy of the descriptions of each of the 50 affective states
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he had surveyed, and found that approximately 807. of the entries

derived from the check-list procedure were judged to' be "compre-

,
hensive and adequate" (with another I8Z of the remaining entries

10
receiving ratings of "fairly comprehensive and adequate").

A cluster analysis of the data obtained from the 50 subjects

across the 50 affective states resulted in the identification

of twelve clusters of items that tended to co-occur across af-

fective states. To examine the patterning of clusters across

affective states a principal components analysis of derived

cluster scores was performed. On the basis of these analyses,

Davitz presents a model suggesting that affective experiences

are likely to affect persons on these major dimensions: Related-

ness (Moving Taward Others, or Away, or Against); Competence

(Enhancement, or Dissatisfaction, or Inadequacy); Activation

(Activation, or Hypoactivation, or Hyperactivation); and Hedonic

-Tone XComfort,or Discomfor

perience designate as P SITIVE in-the Davitz model is charac-

terized by some combination of Moving Toward, Enhancedent,

Activation and Comfort (e.g., "love," "happiness," "content-

ment"). A NEGATIVE emotional experience could be one of two

types: Moving Away, Dissatisfaction, Hypoactivation and Dis-

comfort (as in "boredom," "apathy" and "depressionl; or Moving

9, or Tension). An emotional ex-
,

Against, Inadequacy, Hyperactivation and Tension (as in ."anger,"

"hate," and "contempt").
11

Thesag,dimensions and their twelve clusters seem relevant

to an attempt to more fully understand the cognitive-physical-
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affective aspects of what communicators mean when they say they

have participated in the process of "really communicating" with

another person. The assumption behind selecting this particu-

lar instrument is that "really communicating" stimulates identi-

fiable cognitive-physical-affective responses within communi-

cators. This assumption seems tenable. Communicators select-

ing this phrase to semantically represent their experience tend

to nonverbally imply that they have indeed been impacted at

cognitive-physical-affective levels by the communication encount-

er to which they are referring. The assumption also seems rea-

sonable in view of the identificationby Katriel and Philipsen of

three distinctive features of cluster-one codounication: (1)

emotional closeness (rather than distance); (2) supportiveness

(instead of neutrality); and, (3) flexibility (versus rigidity).

The authors then note that "This is intimate speech, speech which

penetrates psychological boundaries and barriers. 'Mere talk,'

by contrast, is talk in and through which one 'keeps his dis-

tance' or 'stays at arm's length' from another.
u12 The speech

of cluster-one, then, is that which is especially likely to

trigger cognitive-physical-affective aCtivity of the sort mea-

surable by the Davitz instrument.

While most excursions into the conceptual terrain of "cook:-

munication" have been solo journeys made by, communication

scholars,
13 the approach'here will be.to survey, via a suitable

descriptive framework, the commonalities among the experiences
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of lay communicators for whom the expression "really communi-

cating" has apparent meaning.

Hypotheses

1. "Really communicatina" wiZZ be identified as a posi-

tive experi;nce for communicators, as represented by

their usage of the POSITIVE factor clusters of the

Davits model: Moving Toward, Enhancement, Comfort,

. .

and Actsvatton.

2. There will be significant response differences be-

tween the'sexes, with greater proportions of females

than males reporting heightened cognitive-physical--

affective functioning when "really communicatinq."

The first hypothesis is consistent with informal observa-
_

tion, and with the portrayal of such terms as "real communica-
,

tion" and "open communication" by Katriel and Phil.ipsen.

The second hypothesis, predicting sex to be.an influential

variable in cognitive-physical-affective functioning during

"really communicating," is reasonable when one considers the

previous research oft interactional differences between females

and males.
14 Through instrumental and classical conditioning,

and modeling processes, females are typically raised to be more

aware of and dependent upon social relationships than are ma1es15.

Females have also traditionally behaved in social roles that call

for the development of effective interpersonal skills in the

PQNsocio-emotlonal realm of II an interaction.
,
As Stein and Bailey

,



have noted in their review of female achievement motivation

literature, "0 e of the most important areas for female achieve-

.
Nit

ment is social skill . . . it appears that attainment of excel-

lence is often a goal of females' achievement efforts, but the

areas in which su h attainment is sought are frequently social

skills and other areas perceived as feminine.
,16

For example, iemales are seen as having relationships that

are more personalized and synchronized than are males''relation-
\

ships.
17 Females tend to be more self-discloaing

18 and emotion-

ally expressive than males.
19 Females also tend to make great-

er use of eye contact than males,
20 are more likely to smile,

21

are more touch=oriented with same-sex persons,
22 and stand clos-

er to same-sex dyad partners than males.
23 Temales tend to be

less verbally aggressive,
24 more likely-to listen,

25 and less

'likely to interrupt than males.
26 Females have been found to

be Somewhat more empathic,
27 more nurturante-oriented,

28 and

more accurate at decoding and encoding emotional states.
29

Females are, more likely to claim "love" for same-sex friends,
30

and display more positive feelings about social interaction

than males.
31 In a managerial context, females have been per-

ceived as more receptive to subordinates' ideas than males,

more encouraging of effort, more attentive and concerned, and

more likely to stress happy interpersonal relationships:
32

Since females tend to engage in intimacy7oriented beha-

viors to a greater extent than males, and place greater stress

on personalized and hapPy interpersonal relationships than- do
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males, it is plausible to anticipate that a greater proportion

of females will report heightened experiencesduring "really

communicating with another person than will be the case for

-- males. These differences would be expected to manifest them-'

selves within Davitz's Moving Toward cluster, and posPibly1)

on items within the Comfort, Enhancement, and Activatiori clus-

ters as well, and from the Miscellaneous category.

METHOD

Subj ects

Subjects were 86 undergraduate students enrolled in four

sections of a course in principles of speech communication at

a major southwestern university in the spring of 1982. Over

857 of the respondents were lower-division students, mosE tik-

ing the course as a requirement for graduation with a degree in

business. Over 907 were Caucasian. Academically, all of the4

subjects were within the'upper 257. of their high school graduat-

ing classes. Females comprised 587 of the sample, and males 427..

Procedure

During the first week of classes, all Pubjects were read

the foPlowing statement (underlines highlighting points of vo-

calic emphasip):

Colonmunication is not always easy. For many of us

it sometimes seems that it's just not going our way

when it comes to communicating with another persqn. At

I
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times, no matter how hard we seem to try, we don't

get through to-a particular person, tnd they don't

ag_s thpugh to us. When this happens, we might chalk

it up as one of those days, or one of 'ttiose relation-

shipS, or one oi those things, or whatever. But all

we know for sure is that communicatiOn didn't seem

to happen, at least not past a certain point. We

ran into some kind of a barrier., We walk away fee/-
i

ing frustrated that our communi.cation just didn'i Ea

right.

We also find ourselles ,in other communication

experiences where everyone sort of seems to get

through to one another., where_there_seems...to_be_an-_.

average level of understanding, with things going

along about normally. These are,most likely our

everyday, run-of-ige-mill communication encounters.

Then there are yet other.communication experi-
.

ences most all of us have now and again where things

.go incredibly well--we have the clear feeling that

we are,truly and sincerely listening'to the other .

person or pesons ana they to us. At such times there

seems to be a lot Of understanding going on, a.two-

way,sense of 'Yes, I know exactly what you mean:"

We are getting through-to one another. There is a

mutuallrasping of feelings, of thoughts, experi-

ences, of points of view. We walk away from such an



inTaction sensing that we have really communicated

with the other person, that we were "really communi-

,cating." It is this latter experience that we're
\

going to focus on here.

Tile present question is this: exaCtly what

feelings and sensations within yin' are triggered by

this experience of really communicating with another

peson?
a

Each respondent also had a duplicate copy Of this statement at

his or her desk.

The respondents were then asked to complete/a 382 item

check-list, revised by Davitz on the basis of item analysis of

the original longer form.
33 T hese items represent the twelve

clusters already mentioned, plus a large number of miscellane-

ous Davitz items not fitting within any single cluster. These
,

are included for their exploratory potential.. Subjects com-
.1,

pleted this check-list in an average of 35 minutes.

Data Analysis

Percentages of females and males usin 4 each of the Davitz

items in their'descriptions of "really communicating" were com-

puted separately. Where 347 or more of the-members of one or
6

both sexes included/an item within their descriptions, a "normal

,test" of the difference between proportions for independent

groups was conducted.
34 This resulted in 97 such tests of sig-

.

nificance. The other statistical test employed was chi square
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goodness-of-fit, as indicated in the results section.35

RESULTS

The ClusterS Of "Really CommunicatIng"

In order for a given item to be,kncluded within the con-

sensus overview of '7_e,ally communicatine presented- in Tgble 1,

over one-third^(34%+)-6-f both females and males had tO include

that item in their check-list responses. This follows the con-

vention of Davitz for establishing a minimum acceptable level

of item inclusion. Percentages of females and males, respect-
.

ively, using each descriPtive statement are contained in paren-

theses following each item in Table 1.

[TABLE 1 GOES ABOUT HERE]

The clusters that respondents have drawn upon to convey

the experience of "really communicating" are those associated

with the factor Davitz has termed POSITIVE (i.e.', Moving Toward,

Enhancement, Activation and Comfort). Subjects selected 907

of the items from the Enhancement cluster to semantically repre-

sent their experience, 80% of the Moving Toward items, 707 of

the Comfort items, and 707 of the Activation items. By con-

trast, for 7 of the 8 NEGATIVE clusters, there were no items

within those clusters even approaching the criterion level for_

inclusion (by either sex). Comparing the observed distribution,

across the POSITIVE.and NEGATIVE (types 1 and 2) factors with
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the theoretical distribution, a x
2 goodness-of-fit test yields

a highly significant difference (x2=68.13, df=2', p<.001). We,

would not expect the obtained distributiOn on the basiseof

chance alone; "really communicating" appears to be a decidedly

POSITIVE affective experience, thus supporting the first hyPo-

thesid.'

The one seeming exception is that subjects also used four

of six iiems trom the Hyperactivation cluster to depict an

aspect of their functioning while "really communicating."

In Davitz's model, Hyperactivation is identified as a cluster

- within the NEGATIVE factor.
36 A examination of the specific

items involved suggests a more relativistic' interpretation.

This will be offered in the discussion section.

Agreement. It is worth noting that,-relatively speaking,

there is high agreement within and between sexes on the dimen-
,

sions of "really communicating." Davitz, it will be remembered,

had 50 subjects describe 50 major affective stietes using an

earlier long-form version (556 items) of the inventory used

here. The median number of descriptive items per affective

state was 36 (using the 347 criterion level),37 while 63 items

were used to 6hiracterize the concept of "really communicating."
NIL

Across all 50 affective states, Davitz's subjects agrted at
. ft .

least 507 of the time on a mean of only 11 items per affective

state, with a median of 8.5, versus 30 such items here, or

487 of the total items used by subjects to describe their ex-

periencing. When this latter proportion is matched against
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comparable proportions of agreement for Davitz's subjects, one

discovers that there was higher agreement in the present study

on the dimensions of, "really communicatihg" than Davitz's sub-

jects reached 987 of the time in portraying emotional states.
3,8

For group data of this sort, then, the composite picture of

"really communicating" is relatively unified
,

Sex Differences

Acrosthe five clusters used.by respondents, there was

857 betweerf-sex agreement as'to what items to include and ex-

clude at the 347 criterion level (and 1007 agreement on the

other seven clusters not used). Yet in spite of these similari-

ties in paterns of response, there were 19 significant dif-

ferences,between the sexes, all with females in the higher pro-

portion, distributed across the clusters as follows: six sig-

nificant differences from the Comfort cluster, four from Moving

Toward, three from Activation, and six from the Miscellaneous

category. Six of these 19 significant differences occurred on

items that 347 or more of the respondents from both sexes had

included within their descriptions of "really communicatine

(Table 1), and the other 13 differences had females using an

item above the pre-set criterion level and males not. The ob-

tained number of significant differences exceeds that expected

on the basis of chance alone (19 such differences out of a

total of 97 significance tests for differences between indepen-
,

dent proportions). All of the significant female-male
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differences are presented in Table 2 (including the six already

subsumed in Table 1).

[TABLE 2 GOES ABOUT HERE]

Even when proportion differences were not statistically
15

significant in and of themselves, they rather consistently en-

tailedqemales in the higher proportion... Of all the nonsigni-
.

ficant differences within the Comfort and Moving Toward clusters,

females exceeded males on 957 of these items (by about 12 per-

centage points per item), a proportion that would not be ex-

pected on the basis of chance alone'(18 of 19 items, z3.90,

p<.001).- For the Miscellaneous items, 847 were higher for wom-

en (16 of 19, z...2.98, p<.01). As for the other 17 nonsignifi-

cant Miscellaneous items Where one sex reached the criterion

level but the other did not, all of these greater proportions

were for females. While none of these differences makes a dif-

ference in isolation, a significant pattern is discernable that

is congistent with the data of Table 2.

Hypothesis two appears to be confirmed by the data: gen-

der seems to be a key variable in the reporting of experiences

of "really communicating." Males are less responsive than fe-

males in their reporting on the Comfort, Moving Toward and Ac-

tivation clusters, and on certain Miscellaneous items.
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DISCUSSION

In this section we will discuss the respondents' use of

the Hyperactivation cluster, attempt to account for the sex

differences presented in Table, 2, and overview in truncated

form the notion of "really communfcating" as portrayed by the

data.

HyPeractivation Interpretation

While Hyperactivation is an apparent accompaniment to

many negative emotional states, this would not seem to lohibit

Hyperactivation from appearing in other emotional experiences

that are not in themselves negative (this is perhaps especial-

ly the case when both Activation and Byperactivation are pre-

sent). In the context of an emotion like "anger," foi/example,

a "quickened pulse and heartbeat," the "rushing of blood through

the body," a "speeding-up of the body," and a "sense of being

'excited and supercharged" would likely be labelled as negative-

state occurences. In the context of a positive emotional state,

however, these same bodily events would be conceived diffekently.

From Davitz's own research, for example, we find that Hyperacti-

vation plays no less a role in the emotional state of "awe"

than does Activation, yet "awe" is not interpreted as a nega-

tive emotional state." The same is true for.the state of "ex-

citement." And we also find in Davitz's data that Hyperactiva-

tion has a substantially 'more prominent influence than Activa-

tion in "surprise," and an even greater role in "passion,"
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neither of which his subjects considered to be negatively- .

valanced emotional states.

It does not seem unwarranted to assume that the valuation

placed on Hyperactivat' ion in an emotional experience is de-

pendent upon the context of the experience itself. In slyort,

the use of the HyperaCtivation Cluster should not be kinterpieted

as suggesting that "really communicating" is anything other

than a posItive process for respondents.

Sex Differences: .A Matter of Control?

Previous research indicates that part of the stereotypical

male-role is to be seen as stoic, unsentimental, task-oriented,

independent, competitive, aggressive, self-disciplined and ana-

lytic. Females, by contrast, have been encouraged to be less

aggressive, less competitive,moreaffilliative, subjective,

inner-oriented, receptive, empathic, supportive and nurturing.
40

Communication research indicates tha't these role prescriptions

do in fact exert measurable influences on male-female social

style differences.41 The present data are consistent w.i.th this

previous research.

Is there any single construct that can be used to tie

together the social style differences between males and females?

If there is, it might be said to revolve around the issue of

control. Males, as a group, tend to have a social style that

reflects greater control than females -- control of self, and

concern for control of interpersonal relationships.
42 If the
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data in Table 2 are viewed in light of this,control construct,

many of the differences there can be more coherently organized

and explained. We might also consider differences in male-female

semantic encoding styles.

For exikple, four of the six significant differences with-

in the Comfort cluster seem to relate to a releasing of physical:

. structural control: "smiling" (two items), "easier breathing

and thinking," and "more graceful and coordinated movement."

These would seem to follow from a lessening of control, becoming

less rigid, easing off, letting go. Fewer males appear willing

(or able) to do this than females. Even the item on "renewed

appreciation of life" can, to an extent, be viewed in this man-

ner. As r the item "thinking about beautiful things," it

could be e coded in a semantic style not consistent with the

male sex-r e image.

The M ving Toward differences between the sexes have to

do with "trust and appreciation," "confidence with another,"

"empathic harmony and communion," and "softness," all of which

could be seen as relating to control of self-other boundary.

ptcould perhaps be said that more females, are willing to relax

the boundary between self and other than are males; that males

control more carefully how far they allow themselves to be

receptive to the realm of the other. Males are less permeable,

more vigilant, guarding the gate to intimacy.

One of the three Activation differences involvea the ex-

perience of "feeling all the way." To "feel all the way" implies

21
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surrender, a giving-in to whatever affectively comes, and it

may be,that males are not willing to relinquish control to

that extent, to risk loss of emotional self-control. And the

semantic encoding of the two Activation items concerningsensa-

tions of being "bubbly and "buoyant" are quite possibly in-

appropriate to the masculine self-image.

The Miscellaneous item differences concern "laughing,"
A

increased awareness of inner processes, and decreased "aware-

ness of time." These too can be,fit within the control con-

struct, as they imply going beyond a rational, linear mind-set

and abandoning oneself to more of the sensory gratification

contained within the immediate moment. The one i showing

females as more aware of "looking good" also seems reflective

of male-female socialization differences.

Sex role-differences in social style (especially main-

tainence of self-control and relationship control), along with

differences in semantic-encoding style, appear to be reflected

in the ways that females and males differentially report their

experiences of "really communicating." As others have noted,

the effects of socially-defined sex-role training are consid-

erable, and amply display themselves within our communication en-

counters. The present data are consiatent with these previous

research observations.

These findings regarding the differences between the sexes,

however, should perhaps be tempered by a reminder that even

where significant differences were found, there were still,
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.substantial proportions of males.indicating that for them that

particular item did in fact capture an aspect of their experi-

encing. For.example, even though females were more likely to

report "a sense of trlist and appreciation" of the other person

when "really communicating," 567 of the male respondents also

claimed that description as appropriate. The same could be

said of the "empathic harmony" item (also from the Moving To-

ward cluster), where 427 of the males acknowledged feelings of

communion with the other, or of the ". . . I'm feeling all the

way" item (Activation cluster), where 367 of the males respond-

ed affirmatively. And an examination of the Miscellaneous

category yields such findings as 507 of the males reporting that

"there is something Complete within me," and 427 -reporting that

"I want to give thanks to God."

The conclusion that the variable of sex exerts a meaturable

influence on descriptions of the experience of "really communicat-
i

ing" need not obscure the simultaneous observation that males

as well as females ?'y impacted by this experience, cognitively,

physically, and affectively. As Eakins and Eakins note, ".

common sense would lead us to expect that abilities and traits,

along with their 'opposites', would be distributed among both

"43
sexes.

Overview: The Concept of "Really Communicating"

Subjects were able to reach relatively high convergence

in describing the dimensions of "really communicating." The
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wpchenomenon appeare' to be a POSITIVE affective experience (in

the Davitz model), characterized by Enhancement, Moving Toward-,,

44
Comrort, Activation, and Hyperactivation.

If the criterion level is raised to 50% or greater for

both sexes to possibly make the depiction from Table 2 even

more'generalizable, then-the featured concurrences of "really

communicatinR," in summary,, would seem to be these:

Enhancement: "I have a sense of accomplishment and ful-

fillment,-importance and worthwhileness --- I am functioning as

a unit and at an intellectually'higher level, i and I feel taller

and stronger and bigger, energetic and strong inside, and also

I am especially able to understand things."

Comfort: "I am optimistic and cheerful, the world is good

and beautiful, men are kind, life is worth living, the future

is bright -- I feel I can be 'myself,' there's a sense of well-

being, of being safe and secure, ehere's an inner warm glow,

I.fgel like smiling; I.am free of conflict, in harmony and at

ease with, myself, my mind-and body are united."

MpVing Toward: "I am confident in being with the other,
,

I feel trusting and appreciativa; I'm wanting to make the other

feel happy, and I'm feeling wanted and needed."

Activation: "My senses are completely open, I seem to

sense everything immediately, completely, fully, with no separa-

tion between me and the outside -world; I feel a warm, calm ex-

citement, an extra spurt or lift or drive in everthing I do or

say, more alert and alive, and an intense awareness of every-
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thing, greater c1A-ity through my senses."

Hyperactivation: "I,am keyed-up, sulArcharged."

Miscellaneous; "I am more aware of what's going on in-

side me .-- it's simple, pure feeling -- I want othensto feel t e

same as I do; there is something complete within me, and I

feel more tolerant, accepting, and understanding of others

it's more an 'inner' than an outer feeling, a very pleasant feel-

ing.

This', then, is a peek at communicators' experiences of

"really communicating." On the basis of what we see here, we

might speculate that in terms of Osgood's model,
45 respondents

would rate this concept as "good," "potent" and "aCtive."

The involvement is one that appears to stimulate.and satisfy

communicators at cognitive-physical-affective levels. This

quality of interhuman connection seems to be conducive to people

feeling closer, uplifted, more alive and complete.

Indeed, the ]4onger one ruminates upon the rich descriptive

data of Table 1, the more it seems that our conventional defini-

tions of our central term leave out much, especially in the inter-

personal context. This is not a fault of our conceptualizing, but

possibly a resul of our angle of approach. To extend Percy

Bridgman's cake metaphor, our conceptions have typically listed

the ingredients in the cake,-or the operations performed in

baking the cake, rather than focusing on the experience of

eating the ske.
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It may be that some of us are so close to our subjeCt,

matter that we at timeelose perspective, and fall short of

capturing our central term's,richness in our conceptual'sum-

maties. There is a refreshing innocence, and an encompassing

quality, to the glimpse of "really communicating" emerOng
0

from the data presented here (data obtained from business majors

at that). There is a poetic quality to the composite image

they have offered; another reminder, to those of us who have

chosen this discipline, of the fullness of the gem we seek to

understand.

As Katriel and Philipsen have concluded, after pursuing

their informante meanings for the key term of their study,

"Zommunication' is the solution to the problem of 'relationship'

(love) and of 'self' (personhood), In terms of overcoming per-

sonal differences, 'communication' functiods as the 'how-of-,

love,' the primary vehicle and corstituent of a 'relationship';

in terms of constructing and validating a 'Self', 'communica-

tion' isthe 'hOw of self.'"
46

It is .the author's hope that reflection upon the descri0-

tion gathered in Table 1 will enhance our understanding of

the cultural expression "really communicatin&," and illuminate

some of the personally meaningful referents to which that ex-

pressor points.



Table 1

Dimensions of "Really Communicatin9"
1

(Female-Male Percentages, Tota1-N=0)

CLUSTERS:

Enhancement

there is a sense of accomplishment And fulfillment (72/75%).;

I'm really functioning as a uniX*(62/77%); a sense"of being

important and worthwhile (72/56%); I feel strong inside J68/67%),

taller, stronger, bigger (62/61%), a sense of being exteptionally

Strong or energetic (60/53%); I,seem to be functIoning intel

lectually at a igher level -- able to think clearly, under-

stand everything (60/53%); I have a sense of Sureness that I

can do anything, that no obstacle is tOo great for me (48156%),

there are moments of tremendbus strength (56/39%).
40

Moving 'Toward

a sense of confidence in being with another.person (92/61%)
a

;

a sense pf trust and appreciation of another person (82/56%)
b

;

I want to make others happy (76/64%); there's a sense pf being

wanted, nevled (62/53%); a sense of empathic harmony with,

another person -- a total concentration on another person, a

complete understanding, a communion, a unity, a closeness-

(68/42%)c; there'a a'desire to give of myself to another person

(64/44%) ; I want to be tender and gentle (54/47%); I want to

Significant female-male proportion differences, two-tailed testi:

aZ=3.48. p<.001
bz=2.63, p<.01

c
z= .40 6<.05

2 7.



touch, thold, be close physically to the other person (58/39%);

I want to feel with the other person, experience with the other

person with every sense, to be psychologically in touch (52/16%);

I want to help, protect, please, do something for the other

person (50/39%); I want to communicate freely, share my thoughts

And feelings with everYone around (36/39%).

Comfort

I'm optimistic and cheerful, the world seems basically good and

beautiful, men are essentially kind =- life is worth living,

.the future seems bright '(76/75%); I feel I can really be myself
,

(76/61%) ; a sense of well-being (70/61%) ; I feel safe and

secure (72/58%); there is an inner warm glow, a radiant sen-

sation, a feeling of warmth all over (66/61%); I am free of

conflict, in harmony and at ease with myself, my mind and-

'

bodyi, seem totally unified (64/61V); I feel like smiling (74/50%)
a

;

there's a renewed, appre&iation of life. (66/39%)
b

; a sense of

"rightness" with myself'and the world, everything is going

right for me', nothing can go wrong (60/4:4%); there is a general

release, a lessening of tension, I'm loose and relaxed (60/42%);

I'm,peaCeful, tranquil, in tune With the world (52/36%); a

sense of harmony and peace within (48/47%); nothing is a burden, .

problems fade away and I'm free from worry (42/42%); there's

.a mellow ComfoA (38/36%).

a p<.05
b p<.05

28



Activation

all my senses seem completely open -- I seem to sense every-

thing immediately, completely, fully, with no separation be-

tween me and the outside world (74/86%); I feel excited in a

calm way, a warm exctemcipt (72/72%),; there's a sense of vi-

tality, an extra spurt of energy or drive, a special lift in

everything I do and say, I feel bouncy, springy (74/67%) ; I

feel wide awake, more alert, more alive (64/72%); there's an

intense :awareness of everything seem to experience things

with greater clarity, colors seem brighter, sounds clea9r,

movements more vivid (66/53%); a sense' that I'm 'experiencing .

everything fully, completely, thoroughly -- that I'm feeling

all the way (66/36%)a; a strong sense of interest and involve-

ment in things around me (46/44%).

friyperactivation

there's an excitement, a sense of being keyed up, overstimulated,

supercharged (68/61%);, my pulse and heartbeat quicken (52/42%);

my"blood pressure goes,up, blood seems to rush through my body

(36/44%); my body seems to speed up (36/390.

MISCELLANEOUS

lu) I'm more aware of what's going on ins]. e of me (72/58%); it's

simple, pure feeling (64/56%); I want others (or the other

person) to feel the same as I do (60/61%); there is something

complete withinme. (68/50%); I feel more tolerant, accepting,

az=2.79, p 01



understanding of bthers (66/50%); it's more.an "inner" than

an "outer" feeling, a very pleasant feeling (52/50%); I feel

outgoing, I want to reach out to everyone I meet (60/44%);

I want to give thanks to God (62/42%); there is a sense of,

nOstalgia as old memories crop up and I think of the past

(52/47%); I have a sense of being free, uninhibited, open,

no longer blocked -- I feel uninhibited and.spontaneous, any-

thing goes .(54/44%); I want to be with friends (54/44%); I

keep thinking how lucky I am (58/39%); sense of belonging with

another person, aielonging from which other people are ex-

cluded (50/47%); I seem to nurture the feeling within myself,

I want the feeling to continue, to keep going (54/42%); I keep

thinking about what happened over and over.again (42/44%);

there is a heightened self awareness (46/36%); a sense of

belonging with others (44/36%); the feeling fills me completely

(34/42%).

3u
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CLUSTER

Table 2

Gender Differences on Dimensions of "Really Communicating"

(Total N86)

FEMALES MALES

1.004*A

'z' VALUE PROBABILITY
LEVEL

(TWO-TAILED)

COMFORT:

I think about beautiful things 46% 6% 4.24 p<.001

a sense of smiling at myself

there's a renewed appreciation
of life

64%

66%

33%

39%

3.23

2.48

p<.01

p<.05

I feel like smiling

everything--breathing, moving,
thinking--seems easier

my movements are especially
graceful and easy, I feel
especially well-coordinated

74%

52%

46%

50%

28%

25%

2.29

2.23

1.99

p<.05

p<.05

p<.05

MOVING TOWARD

92%

82%

68%

61%

56%

42%

3.48

2.63

2.40

p<.001

p<.01

p<.05

a sense of confidence in being
with another person

a sense of trust and appreciation
of another person

a sense of empathic harmony with
another person--a total concen-
tration on another person, a
complete understanding, a
communion, a unity, a closeness

I feel soft and firm 42% 19% 2.25 p<.05



CLUSTER FEMALES MALES 'z' VALUE PROBABILITY
LEVEL

(TWO-TAILED)

ACTIVATION

a sense I'm experiencing
everything fully, completely,
thoroughly; that I'm feeling
all the way

a sense of lightness, buoyancy
and upsurge of the body, an
inner buoyancy

66%

56%

36%

31%

2.75

2.30

p<.01,

p<.05

I feel effervescent, bubbly 56% 31% 2.30 p<A26

MISCELLANEOUS

I feel like laughing

the feeling flows from the inside
outwards

50% .

54%

22%

31%

2.64

2.12

p<.01

p<.05

I feel as if I look especially
good 48% 25% 2.16 p<.65

warmth in the pit of my stomach 34% 11% 2.45 p<.05

I breathe more deeply 38% 17% 2.11 p<.05

I'm less aware of time 48% 28% 2.46 p<.05
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